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Do you use Academia.edu? 
What is your experience with it?
Academia.edu
 An academic social networking site; “Facebook for nerds” (profiles, news 
feed, notifications, comments)
 Launched in 2008, it is now approaching 50 million users; primary users are 
humanists and social scientists
 Misleading domain: it is a dot-com and “will be required to turn a profit, it 
will be sold for parts, or it will shut down” (Fitzpatrick, 2015).
 Tracks pageviews (not downloads) and claims a 58% citation advantage 
over articles posted elsewhere online (study by Academia.edu)
Academia.edu, continued
 Unclear what will be done with data / research given to the site
 Privacy concerns; they collect information about you and your use of the site
 Evidence of “predatory publishers” on the site
 Typically there is no metadata beyond author and title
 Some postings violate copyright terms of publishing contracts; Elsevier issued nearly 
3000 take-down notices over a two month period. Rather than uploading, consider 
linking.
Do you use Digital USD?
What do you know about it?
Digital USD
Digital USD publishes, preserves, and provides open online 
access to the scholarship, creative work, original data sets, 
and archival material produced by or affiliated with the 
University of San Diego community. By curating and sharing 
these historical and current intellectual activities, Digital USD 
showcases and connects the unique contributions of the 
university’s faculty, staff, and students to an audience 
worldwide, fueling new research, discoveries, and 
knowledge.
Digital USD: how it’s similar
 Reach: Google and other search engines “crawl” Digital USD so that 
researchers and students worldwide can more easily discover your work, and 
you can see where in the world your users are located
 Access: Materials in Digital USD are openly accessible to anyone with internet 
access, thus promoting a more equitable information culture
 Impact: Fuel the creation of new knowledge as downloads of and citations to 
your work grow in number, and watch your "downloads" ticker grow larger 
every day
Digital USD: how it’s different
 Control: Retain your copyright, and assert how your work may be shared 
and re-used by others by applying a "Creative Commons" license at the 
point of submission
 Preserve: Provide a permanent home for -- and link to -- your work, and 
share the link widely on your website, CV, and social media accounts
 Support: The Digital Initiatives Librarian is available to assist you in using 
Digital USD, including when your work has been previously published
How can I use Digital USD?
With Your Own Work
 Make your work available open access
 Share it widely with colleagues
 Provide a permanent home for it
 Comply with grant requirements
 Track your readership and include these 
metrics in tenure/review files
 Discover other open access materials in 
your field (Digital Commons Network)
 Launch a new journal or host an existing one
 Deposit materials from an event or 
conference
 Consider community projects
For Your Students’ Work
 Showcase the outstanding work your students are 
doing
 Class “upload” sessions
 From consumer of information to producer
 Use Digital USD to talk about changes in scholarly 
communication and open access
 Motivate students to work to their highest 
potential
 Inclusion in Digital USD as a reward for high quality 
work
 Co-authorship / collaboration with students
 Grad school applications, resumes, social media
Digital USD: 
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